Frogs must generate a high level of mechanical power when they jump. The muscular system of frogs that jump is presumably designed to deliver these high powers. The length changes and activation pattern that muscles undergo during jumping were measured, and isolated muscle bundles were driven through this in vivo pattern. During jumping, muscles generated maximum power. Specifically, the muscle fibers (i) operated at optimal sarcomere lengths, (ii) operated at optimal shortening velocities, and (iii) were maximally activated during power generation. Thus, many different parameters must have evolved in concert to produce a system capable of this explosive jumping movement.
Over the past four decades much has been learned about the mechanism of muscle contraction (1, 2) and about the large variation in the kinetics of contraction (3) . In contrast, we know little about how muscle is used during locomotion. An understanding of how muscle actually functions in vivo may explain why contraction kinetics vary so greatly. We chose to study the frog to explore muscle function during locomotion because most of our understanding of the mechanism of muscle contraction is based on frog muscle (1, 2, 4) . In addition, frogs recruit all of their extensor muscle fibers during jumping (5) , so isolated muscle experiments can be related directly to muscle function during locomotion. Finally, the jump of the frog is a fundamentally different mode of locomotion ("single shot" explosive movement) than the cyclical movements examined in fish (6) and scallops (7) and thus provides the opportunity to examine a muscular system evolving under different constraints.
The jumping of the frog is one of the most thoroughly studied locomotory movements (5, 8) . During a maximal jump, a frog accelerates from a stationary crouched position to high vertical and forward velocities in under 100 ms (5, 8) . To produce these rapid increases in potential energy and kinetic energy, the muscles of the frog must generate a high level of mechanical power. Ultimately, the distance a frog travels is directly proportional to power production (5) .
For the muscles of the frog to generate their maximum mechanical power, they must (i) operate over the plateau of the sarcomere length (SL)-tension curve where maximum force is generated, (ii) operate at the appropriate V/Vmax (where V is shortening velocity during jumping and Vmax is the maximum velocity of shortening) where maximum power is generated, and (iii) be maximally activated (9) .
To test whether the muscular system is designed to achieve these conditions, we first measured the SL (Fig. 1, C to E) . Despite the short lag between the EMG and muscle shortening (18 ms), the force the muscle generated under the in vivo conditions was greater than or equal to the force generated at that V on the force-velocity curve, suggesting that the muscle was maximally activated.
For a more clear determination of the time course of activation, the muscle was driven through the in vivo length changes, with the first stimulus preceding shortening by different times (Fig. 3, A and B) . When the first stimulus preceded shortening by less than 18 ms, the muscle generated less force for much of the shortening phase of 371 To determine whether the SM generated maximum power during these in vivo conditions, we used a computer-controlled servo and stimulator system (6) (6) .
